
eNet SMART HOME offers the possibility to conveniently control and monitor the building technology via smartphone.  
At home, on the road and always with total data security. 

Whether used in new buildings or for modernisation, eNet is the future-proof wireless system for smart networking  
and control of building technology in homes or rental flats of up to 120 square metres.

eNet SMART HOME FROM GIRA
CONVENIENTLY CONTROL THE HOME BY MOBILE APP



The eNet SMART HOME app is intuitive and makes it fun to manage the home. With the app, it is possible to activate 
individual functions and configure various timers, including astro function, scenes and if-then rules. All helping to make 
life in the home even more comfortable. The control system always stays the same, and with the app, the user can:

> Adjust the lighting from anywhere in the home

> Use dimmed light when getting up in the middle of the night

> Operate blinds centrally

> Conveniently control shading

> Switch on garden lighting at dusk

> Know when appliance cycles like washing machine and dryers are complete

> Create different atmosphere lighting

> Open the entrance door without a key

> Control door communication from inside

AWARD WINNING DESIGN

As well as smart home applications, the Gira eNet system features a diverse range of designs to suit any ambience.  
The ten design lines have over 300 functions to ensure that the user has a convenient, flexible and varied offering tailored 
to match their style and requirements.
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